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Introduction
Vector Smart Map (VMap) Level 1 is a digital mapping product currently under development by the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) that is designed to support general Geographic Information System applications. Formatted in the Vector Product Format (VPF), VMap Level 1 is intended for standard DMA medium-scale products (1:250K). To date, several Joint Operational Graphicsmap sheets of Texas and Bolivia have been implemented into VMap databases. The Digital Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Program, at the request of DMA via the Oceanographer of the Navy, has had the opportunity to review such prototypes and to suggest modifications (see, e.g., [1] ). Once all suggestions have been considered, from this review as well as [1] , the VMap product will provide users with an excellent source of medium resolution map data in digital form.
This particular evaluation of the VMap Level 1 specification [2] is based on two points of view: that of the analyst/user (comprehension) and that of Naval forces (requirements). Using this specification and its companion document on VPF [3], a user should be able to fully describe the structure of authentic VMap databases. The essential and suggested corrections to [21 listed in the following sections will lead to a quicker and more thorough comprehension of this specification. Appendix A of this review lists those Naval requirements not met by the VMap specification.
Since no implementation of a VMap database was included with the specification, this review is based solely on the written specification.
VMap Content
According to [2] , VMap databases are allowed to consist of two kinds of libraries: data and reference. There is only one allowable reference library, RFERENCE (note absence of "E" in spelling), while there may be several data libraries. Within RFERENCE, there is one reference coverage, Library Reference, and three thematic coverages, Database Reference, Political Entities, and Place Names.
Within each data library, there exist 2 reference coverages and up to 10 thematic coverages:
A. Reference coverages. The VMap Level 1 specification states that absolute horizontal accuracy is expressed in terms of ground distances measured in meters. Four classes of accuracy are defined on page 3 of the specification. Although these error limits may be acceptable, more specifics are required for Navy applications, i.e., which coverages and features are included in which accuracy categories. The associations between coverages/features and accuracy should be catalogued in the database either as data quality or in narrative tables. The same can be said for vertical accuracy.
VMap Features/Attributes and Naval Requirements
Thematic coverages are outlined extensively in Section 80.0 of the VMap Level 1 specification. Sample feature table headers are given and the legitimate VMap attribute and attribute values are provided. Moreover, Section 3.8 identifies fully the VMap feature and attribute coding scheme (DIGEST FACC).
A general question arises: Why were these particular features, attributes, and attribute values selected? Did they suit the geographic area of the current prototype under development? For example, GBOO5 Airport/Airfield in the AEROFACP.PFT has the attribute APT Airfield Type, which in turn has a selection of values 0, 1, 2, 4, 9, 11, and 999. Why was the value 5 (Glider Site), for example, not included?
Clearly, one alternative would be to simply include all values from the DIGEST FACC. Such a comprehensive inclusion would of course lead to larger value description tables, but at the same time reduce the length of the written specification. Also, certain updates (e.g., changing the written specification to add value 5 to APT, should this value be required) become obsolete. Whatever the solution, the issue of feature and attribute selection should be addressed. DMAP currently has not decided on one particular suggestion for this issue.
The table in Appendix A lists features and attributes, based on a Defense Modeling and Simulation Office survey [4] , which are not met by the current VMap Level 1 specification. These features and attributes should be considered as suggested modifications.
List of Essential and Suggested Comments
The following list supplies comments divided into "essential" or "suggested." Page numbers and line/figure/table positions are given, as well as recommended alternate text. For the most part, these comments reference text through Section 80.1 (page 90) only, since the remaining sections are mostly table headers and specific coverage information.
Whenever many comments are needed to describe a figure or table, a copy of the figure or table is presented as a figure in this report (these figures are numbered consecutively). Since the VMap specification is so closely related in form to the VPF specification, references to specific locations in the VPF specification are also supplied.
The phrase "at the VPF coverage level" appears to be used in different ways throughout the specification; here, it refers to the physical location "within a library" whereas in other text (P 16 L 4) it refers to the physical location "within a coverage." Standardize this phrase to mean the former; change other occurrences to, for example, "in a given coverage directory." P 6 L 41 Change SCC to HWT (SCC refers to an older example in predecessor of [3] , namely MIL-STD-600006).
P 7 L 27
Remove the word structure from "at the VPF coverage structure level."
Since there is no (2), omit the label (1).
P 12 L 19 This section (3.12.3.a) is more difficult to understand than corresponding text in the VPF standard [3] , Section 5.4.2 and Appendix F. The problem stems from terms node, cell bin, index, and tree. Specifically, the term node is used here to represent something completely different from a connected or entity node, which will undoubtedly cause confusion. One alternative is to use bin (or cell) for node, as in Appendix F of the VPF standard.
P 12 L 39 Change nodes to bins.
P 12 L 41 The section contains an incorrect term (primitive instead of bin or cell) and does not define the bin array record accurately. A suggested rewrite follows:
Bin array record. This record is a two-dimensional array, the length of which is the number of bins defined in the header record. The array contains an integer offset that points to the beginning of the bin data record and an integer primitive count for each bin.
P 12 L 46 The section is terse and confusing. A suggested rewrite follows:
Bin data record. This record structure contains one record for each primitive (the primitive count being defined in the header), each of which contain four 1-byte integers defining the primitive's minimum bounding rectangle and a long integer defining the primitive ID. These primitive IDs point into the associated primitive tables.
P 13 T 5
Make the adjustments to TABLE 5 that are given in Figure 1 of this review.
P 13 L 11 To clarify, add the phrase "among other things" following the word specifies. Also, can a primitive HDR is the length of. the index MiJe header record.a" byc- Since thematic index file names are present in this figure, the "# footnote" (which reads "'he pound is replaced with the prefix of the thematic index name which is based on the column name to which the index refers") should be added, which entails changing some of the * symbols to # symbols. In particular, those files with an extension of ATI or TI1 need the change. The third partition of tile directories contains a tile directory that should be changed to a more appropriate letter: The first occurrence of /Q (in the highlighted column) should be /J, for example.
P 42 F 9
The partition descriptions should define the omitted letters in tiling (e.g., "First partition of 24 tile subdirectories lettered A to Z omitting I/0," etc.).
P 50 L 45 "Point, line, area, and text" should be changed to "node, edge, face, and text." P 80 T 70 The caption is not correct: "VMap level data 1 coverages." A complete description would be "VMap level 1 data library thematic coverages." P 83 L 19 ZD045 (Text Description) is not in DIGEST FACC.
Suggested
P 5 L 3-5 Restate: 'There are 2 reference coverages and 10 thematic coverages available for each data library (TABLE 1) , and one reference coverage and three thematic coverages available for the reference library (TABLE 1) ." This revised phrasing implies the fact that some coverages are optional. The reference to node feature class names should be deleted in the footnote" since the node feature class names are described in the "+ footnote." P 22 F 6 In the footnotes, substitute "represeuis" in place of "is replaced with" for a much clearer sentence.
P 28 L 11 Sentences such as these, which curtail misunderstanding of the pihysical structure of VMap, should be more frequent. P 33 L 10 Sentences such as these, which curtail misunderstanding of the physical structure of VMap, should be more frequent.
P 35 F 8
The caption for this figure should be more specific: "Primitive tables and associated files for data library reference coverages." P 37 L 22 After "winged-edge topology," a reference to VPF MIL-STD-2407 Appendix B should be included.
P 62 T 41 A sample value for the STRING column, as was described in the text, would be more descriptive rather than 'Text string." For example, Other VPF product specifications have appendices that are, in general, easier to read due to a more pleasing text font and layout. See, for example, the appendices of World Vector Shoreline and Digital Nautical Chart.
Recommendations
The "essential" comments noted above should be incorporated into the VMap Level 1 specification. These changes are necessary for compliance with the VPF specification and will promote VMap user comprehension.
Although of lesser importance, the "suggested" comments will nonetheless enhance the specification. In particular, the Naval feature/attribute and accuracy requirements, which are not met by VMap Level 1, should be investigated for inclusion.
Finally, the editorial changes listed in this review under Section 3.0 should be made. 
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